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The Ramblings of Fr. David
Matthew 25:35-40 (NRSVACE)
For I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty
and you gave me something to drink, I was a
stranger and you welcomed me, I was naked and you
gave me clothing, I was sick and you took care of
me, I was in prison and you visited me.” Then the
righteous will answer him, “Lord, when was it that
we saw you hungry and gave you food, or thirsty and gave you something to
drink? And when was it that we saw you a stranger and welcomed you, or naked and gave you clothing? And when was it that we saw you sick or in prison
and visited you?” And the king will answer them, “Truly I tell you, just as you
did it to one of the least of these who are members of my family, you did it to
me.”

Dear Friends

T

HESE past few months have been a difficult time for many. for some the pain
of being ill, others the loss of loved ones and for many the pain of being separated from loved ones and the disruption to our daily routine.
Similar too many bears have played a huge part in my life, yes bears. I share a
passion for Rupert with Carol from St Mary’s , the Paddington stories and the films
have brought a smile to my face since childhood and Winnie the Pooh has been a
favourite, especially his great words of wisdom. “Sometimes the smallest things
take up the most room in my heart” I always liked the Winnie the Pooh stories and
later the TV adaptions of the adventures and misadventures of Winnie the Pooh and
his companions, each story always spoke about love, friendship and kindness. Is it
any wonder I became a Christian?
Our faith teaches us to love unconditionally, to forge friendships and to reachout to those in need. We have witnessed through the support for the NHS and all key
workers and the creativity of many, that the kindness and generosity in our wider society is still prevalent. At this moment rather than challenged by society I’m encouraged and inspired and just a little jealous that I don’t have the creative gene in me to
do…..and that’s issue, I don’t know what. Maybe you feel the same, maybe you have
many creative ideas but are reluctant or don’t know how to develop them. My Spanish lessons are certainly creative as I struggle to conjugate the Spanish verbs! But I
want to do more but what and how?
Saying all that, when I attended theological college we were taught one of the
real visible aspects of Priesthood was ‘being’. Really this means being present, being
visible, being available. My colleagues and I have tried to do this by being seen in the
community, keeping in touch with you, and learning new skills, such as streaming
Sunday services. On a day to day basis I try to live out the words of Matthew to be
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there for all who are in need. Yes, sometimes I fail, but I try to do my best.
For my birthday I was bought a book “The boy, the mole, the fox and the
Horse” by Charlie Mackesy. Beautifully illustrated alongside great words of wisdom.
This spoke to me “Sometimes I feel lost said the boy”
“me too” said the
mole, “but we love you, and love brings you home.”
During these past three months, I have felt lost, but it is my faith and the
knowledge that I am loved by God alongside praying with my colleagues each day
and sharing in worship and seeing your faces over these past Sundays which has
kept me going,

The consequences of the virus will have a ripple effect through our lives for
many months and years ahead. As I write the Government is continuing to ease the
‘lockdown’ but for many there is still an uncertain future. I never thought I would see
the day when the church was looking at making Priests redundant, but this has become a reality within our Diocese and maybe others in the future. I ask you please
pray for the Diocese and all in our communities who face uncertain futures.
On Monday 18th July I begin my 16th year as your Parish Priest, thank
you for sharing this journey with me. Fr D
Today I would like to leave you with words from Winnie the Pooh, which during
‘lockdown’ have become a true reality “I wasn’t going to eat it, I was just going to
taste it”, “let’s hope I can lose the weight gain as quickly as it arrived”. Fr D

With all my Good wishes - Fr David
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New Archbishop of York to be confirmed

B

ISHOP STEPHEN GEOFFREY COTTRELL will be confirmed as the 98th
Archbishop of York this month.
The service, at 11am on Thursday 9th July, will be broadcast entirely via video conference due to the Coronavirus restrictions.
The service, which had been due to take place in York Minster, will be in two
parts. A legal ceremony with readings, prayers and music, will be followed by a film
marking the start of Bishop Stephen’s ministry as Archbishop of York.
Bishop Stephen Cottrell says: “I am looking forward to beginning my ministry
as the 98th Archbishop of York. This isn’t quite how I imagined it would begin. It is
certainly the first time an Archbishop’s election will have been confirmed via video
conference. But we’re all having to re-imagine how we live our lives and how we inhabit the world.
“These are difficult times. My hope is that through this service the love of God
that is given us in Jesus Christ will shine out, perhaps even to those who while never
attending a service in York Minster, might have a look online.
Following in the footsteps of my many predecessors, I look forward to serving
our nation and bringing the love and peace of Christ to our world, especially here in
the north.”
The service will be available on the Church of England website. Arrangements
for Bishop Stephen’s enthronement service will be announced later in the year.
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A

The ‘Other’ Mary

S THE traditional Easter story is remembered again
this month, you may notice that there is one name
that frequently occurs. It is that of the ‘other’ Mary – not the
mother of Jesus but Mary of Magdala, who stood by her at
the cross and became the first human being, male or female, actually to meet the risen Christ. That’s quite a record
for a woman who, the Gospels tell us, had been delivered
by Jesus from ‘seven devils’. As a result, her devotion to
Him was total and her grief at His death overwhelming.
In church history Mary Magdalene became the ‘fallen
woman’, a harlot who was rescued and forgiven by Jesus.
And while there is no evidence to prove she was a ‘fallen
woman’, the contrast is sublime: Mary the virgin mother, the
symbol of purity and Mary Magdalene, the scarlet woman
who was saved and forgiven, the symbol of redemption.
Surely, we all fall somewhere between those two extremes.
What we do know is that the two Marys stood together at the cross, the Blessed Virgin and the woman rescued
from who knows what darkness and despair.
The second great moment for her was as unexpected
as it was momentous. She had gone with other women to
the tomb of Jesus and found it empty. An angelic figure told
them that Jesus was not there, He had risen – and the others drifted off. But Mary stayed, reluctant to leave it like
that. She became aware of a man nearby, whom she took to be the gardener. She
explained to Him that the body of ‘her Lord’ had been taken away and she didn’t
know where to find Him.
The man simply said her name ‘Mary’ and she instantly realised it was Jesus.
She made to hug Him, but He told her not to touch Him because His resurrection
was not yet complete. She was, however, to go to the male disciples and tell them
she had met Him. She did – but they couldn’t believe her.
Her words – ‘I have seen the Lord’ – echo down the centuries, the very beating heart of the Christian gospel.
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Archbishop of Canterbury’s free dial-in worship
phone line during coronavirus lockdown

T

HE Archbishop of Canterbury,
Justin Welby, has launched a
free national phone line as a simple
new way to bring worship and prayer
into people’s homes while church
buildings are closed because of the
coronavirus.
Daily Hope, offers music, prayers and reflections as well as full worship services from the Church of England at the end of a telephone line.
The line – which is available 24 hours a day on 0800 804 8044 – has been set
up particularly with those unable to join online church services during the period of
restrictions in mind.
The service is supported by the Church of England nationally as well as
through the Connections group based at Holy Trinity Claygate in Surrey and the
Christian charity Faith in Later Life.
Although thousands of churches across the country are now running services
and prayer groups online while public worship remains suspended, many people –
especially older people – do not have access to the internet.
The line also recognises the impact of social distancing restrictions and selfisolation measures on those suffering from loneliness.
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Canon Paul Hardingham considers some comforting words from Isaiah.

A

The Frailty of Life

CCORDING to one survey, during the lockdown, a quarter of adults in the
UK have watched or listened to a religious service and one in 20 have started praying. While the majority of people who contract Covid-19 survive, it reminds us
that we are much more frail and weak than we like to think. As the prophet Isaiah
says:

‘All people are like grass, and all their faithfulness is like the flowers of the field. The
grass withers and the flowers fall, because the breath of the Lord blows on them.
Surely the people are grass. The grass withers and the flowers fall, but the word of
our God endures for ever.’ (Isaiah 40:6-8).
Isaiah’s words really resonate at this time. In more normal times we can avoid
facing up to our vulnerability, but this pandemic has forced us to recognise our weakness and fragility.
However, this shouldn’t lead us to despair or fear; rather it is an opportunity to
worship and praise for His constancy and care. In Peter’s first letter he quotes this
passage from Isaiah and says, ‘For you have been born again, not of perishable
seed, but of imperishable, through the living and enduring word of God’ (1 Peter
1:23). Peter contrasts our mortality with the eternal Word of God, which bring us new
birth and life through the power of the Spirit. Jesus died for our sins and rose again
to make us right with God, so that trough faith in Him we can know eternal life. We
don’t need to be afraid of our frailty, for God is a dependable foundation on which to
build our lives and face eternity.
‘We blossom and flourish as leaves on the tree. And wither and perish, but nought
changeth Thee.’ (Immortal, invisible, Walter C Smith).
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Psalm 46 – a psalm of comfort in anxious times

T

O SAY that we are living in uncertain times is an understatement! Psalm 46
speaks into our anxiety and fear, just as it did to Israel originally. At this time,
we must focus on God, who alone can deliver us in such times.
He is our refuge: ‘God is our refuge and strength, an ever-present help in trouble.’ (1). In the midst of our difficulties, God promises Himself to be our refuge,
strength and help. A ‘refuge’ is a place of trust, where God promises to protect us.
When the whole world is turned upside down, we can come to Him without fear.
He is our resource: ‘There is a river whose streams make glad the city of God, the
holy place where the Most High dwells.’ (4,5). Jerusalem was able to withstand enemy attack, because of the water that resourced it. For us, this is a picture of the presence of God’s Spirit, who resources us when we are under pressure. This psalm
promises that God’s is with is in all our troubles on a daily basis: ‘The Lord Almighty
is with us...’ (7,11).
He is our ruler: ‘He says, ‘Be still, and know that I am God; I will be exalted among
the nations, I will be exalted in the earth.’ (10). When we consider all that God has
done in the past, we can see the way in which He has worked among us to provide,
protect, and deliver us. We are called to ‘cease fighting’ God and surrender our lives
to God. Let’s worship Him, as we let go fear and as we depend on Him in this current
time of crisis.
‘A mighty fortress is our God, a bulwark never failing; our helper he, amid the flood of
mortal ills prevailing’ (Martin Luther).

Canon Paul Hardingham
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Brian Draper considers blessing in the pandemic

Why sometimes you need a broken heart

T

HERE is a Hasidic tale which evokes Deuteronomy 11:18, and seems especially apt for now:
‘The pupil comes to the rabbi and asks, “Why does Torah tell us to ‘place
these words upon our hearts’? Why does it not tell us to place these holy
words in our hearts?”
‘The rabbi answers, “It is because as we are, our hearts are closed, and
we cannot place the holy words in our hearts. So, we place them on top of our
hearts. And there they stay, until, one day, the heart breaks, and the words fall
in.”’
It’s often the case that our own breakthroughs seem to happen when we, ourselves, break open, isn’t it?
This has been, without doubt, a time of breaking open; if not for us personally,
then almost certainly for some of those we know and love.
And we’re all affected, in different ways. We’ve all experienced disorientation.
We’ve all lost direct contact with people we love. Many still have no physical contact
with others. There’s a place for keeping calm and carrying on, but there’s time
enough to honour sorrow, too.
The words of the Aaronic blessing have flowed so beautifully through the
world, in song, this season. So often, it’s when ‘all is well’ that we perceive God’s
blessing in our lives. But how resonant, those words, from within a place where all
is not?
Perhaps we can treasure those words that may have rested gently on our
hearts, awaiting the time they fall a little further into place. May we thus be open,
within this historic opening. And may, indeed:
‘the LORD bless you
and keep you;
the LORD make his face shine on you
and be gracious to you;
the LORD turn his face towards you
and give you peace.’
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M

A ‘Holding Cross’

ANY churches today are using social media to hold public services – either
together at the same time or uploaded so you can listen and watch at any
time and worship in your home when it is convenient for you.
I find that having a ‘prayer space’ when I join, as well as when I pray alone,
enables me to enter into that time of holiness quicker and more fruitfully.
It’s like when you physically go to a church building for a service. Your hand
holds the door handle and you choose to enter into a sacred space.
Not many of us have the luxury of a separate space where we currently live,
and in many ways I prefer not to distinguish prayer life from everyday life. After all,
where does one end and the other begin? God is everywhere; in every room in the
house. He’s no less in my home or yours than He is in our locked church buildings.
He’s with me when I pray and when I eat, or cook, or watch TV and so on.
One item I appreciate is a cross that I can hold. Ideally one that completely fits
into my hand.
There are wooden ‘Holding Crosses’ that you can make or buy especially for
this purpose, but you can use any material. Perhaps you could make one out of felt
and stuff it, to give it form and solidity.
I have one made from an old plastic book binding strip, which I cut to size.
One piece slots into the other, to form the cross shape.
What I appreciate about the holding cross is its firmness, it reminds me that
Christ is my firm foundation; that God is solid and dependable. It reminds me also
that whatever happens I will cling to Him. And it tells me that as I hold that cross in
my hand so I pray that He will hold me forever, never letting me go or fall.
This month: See what materials you have from which you could make a
Holding Cross. What feelings and thoughts come to you as you use it in your
prayer and worship?

The Revd Dr Jo White
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The NHS – bearing one another’s burdens

“SAVE THE NHS”

was the slogan chosen by the British government when the
coronavirus began to spread. Meant to evoke public compassion, and compliance with emergency regulations, it sounded
as though the NHS was an endangered species. In fact it was
the public themselves whose lives were in jeopardy; the National Health Service existed solely for their benefit. The slogan did manage to stir
gratitude for a service which had been taken for granted, as well as appreciation of
its 1.5+ million staff, many of whom were now putting their own lives at greater risk.
The idea for a countrywide medical service came from the Beveridge Report,
instigated by the coalition government during World War II. “Medical treatment covering all requirements will be provided for all citizens by a national health service”, is
how it was defined, though it had to wait until 1948 for its implementation to begin.
It was part of a programme for reconstruction, aiming to eliminate Want, Disease, Ignorance, Squalor and Idleness. Sir William Beveridge, who gave his name
to the report, was close friends with two other social reformers: R H Tawney, and
William Temple, who was to become Archbishop of Canterbury. Today’s Archbishop, Justin Welby, wrote this about the trio: “Drawing on Christian understandings of
justice, generosity and human dignity, they described the kind of country that they
felt reflected God’s values better.”
St Paul couldn’t have thought he was providing a slogan for a welfare state
when he wrote, “Bear one another’s burdens and so fulfil the law of Christ”, but that
is a neat summary of the way the National Health Service works. We all pay in when
we can and we all benefit when we need.
One estimate of the cost of the NHS today is £158.4 billion, which in real terms
is 10 times as much as in 1950. In the meantime, it’s no longer completely free for
all. Prescription charges and dental fees have been introduced. The development
of ever-more sophisticated life-saving drugs and medical procedures will inevitably
mean higher costs - and a heightened moral dilemma. Must there be further limits to
the provision of “medical treatment covering all requirements”?
The colossal task of rebuilding a shattered economy in the years to come may
compel the British people to choose between what is essential and what is optional. The Christian principle now sounds particularly demanding: “Bear one another’s
burdens and so fulfil the law of Christ”.
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Tim Lenton looks back on the creator of a legendary detective

S

The man who created Sherlock Holmes

IR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE, the multi-talented
writer who created Sherlock Holmes, the world’s
most famous detective, died 90 years ago, on 7 th July 1930
at his home in Sussex, probably of a heart attack. He was
71.
He had been born in Edinburgh to a prosperous Irish
-Catholic family with a dysfunctional father and a loving
mother who had a talent for inventing stories. He spent
seven years in a Jesuit boarding school in England, which
he loathed, and qualified as a medical doctor at the University of Edinburgh. He added ‘Conan’ to his name at that
stage.
He wrote the first Sherlock Holmes story, A Study in
Scarlet, in 1887. In all, he wrote nearly 60 novels or short
stories involving Holmes and his sidekick, Dr Watson. He did not regard them as his
best work – he wrote prolifically on many subjects – but their characterisation and
ingenious plotting made them by far the most popular.
He was married twice – first to “gentle and amiable” Louisa Hawkins, the sister
of one of his patients, and then, after she died of tuberculosis in 1906, to the
“strikingly beautiful” and talented Jean Leckie. Towards the end of his life he developed a strong interest in the occult and spiritualism. He was knighted in 1902.
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Remembering the man who founded Barnardo’s

I

T WAS 175 YEARS AGO, on 4th July 1845, that
Thomas Barnardo, the humanitarian and philanthropist, was born in Dublin. He founded Barnardo’s, a
charity which continues to care for vulnerable children
and young people.
The son of a furrier, he worked as a clerk until
converted to evangelical Christianity in 1862. He
moved to London, intending to study medicine and become a missionary in China. He never qualified as a
doctor – despite being known as Dr Barnardo – and
soon decided that his real calling was to help poor children living on the streets of London, where one in five
children died before their fifth birthday.
He opened his first home for boys in 1870 and
soon vowed never to turn a child away. Most Victorians saw poverty as shameful,
associating it with poor morals and laziness, but Barnardo refused to discriminate.
He made sure boys were trained and found them apprenticeships.
When Barnardo died in 1905, he left 96 homes caring for more than 8,500 vulnerable children, including those with learning difficulties. Because he believed that
children should ideally grow up in a family setting, in 1887 he introduced an early
form of fostering – boarding out children to host families.

Tim Lenton
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Farming George’s Fobbing Farm Update

A

A tricky farming season

S I APPROACH my 8th harvest since returning to the
farm, I can confidently say that this has been an exceptionally tricky season. Plenty of things haven’t gone to
plan with areas of the farm remaining unseeded, and entire
crops written off. However, in amongst this are various wins
with which I am pretty satisfied!
The main issues this year have been related to weather. A dreadfully wet autumn and winter, followed by an insanely rain-free and blowy spring; leading to
parched, cracked soils. The issue was that the window for crop establishment this
spring was really short – a period at the end of March when the soils had dried
enough to enable machinery to travel; but very quickly the opposite was true, with
soils too hard for our seed-drill to penetrate.
That brief opportunity at the end of March has led to a rather good looking
crop of spring wheat, already at the start of June beginning to boot (i.e., the ear of
the wheat is emerging from the stem); peas that on the whole seem very fare, despite podding up much quicker than the norm; and a beautiful crop of linseed, the
blue flowers of which look like a gorgeous sea rippling in the breeze. My hemp, also
established in a reasonably timely fashion in April and into a little moisture, is now
beginning to romp away.
The biggest issues with my spring sowings have come with my more niche
crops – which make the reduced success, or even failure, somewhat more gutting.
My phaseolus beans which I was very excited about have not done well at all. A
combination of not the best quality seed (it had quite low germination and vigour),
very dry conditions, and badgers eating the young shoots has led to a disappointing
stand of beans in the field. That being said, I am hopeful to at least be able to harvest some seed from those plants and have another go next year. Sunflowers,
which I knew were going to be hard to grow, seem to have suffered a similar fate.
In the same field as these two trials my buckwheat and millet are growing –
both of which are very much suited to the exceptionally dry conditions with which we
have been contending (although more of a drink would have still been handy!).
Some other issues have arisen here though. When I used my seed-drill to sow the
crop, I was trying very hard to ensure the seed was placed deep enough to reach
some amount of moisture, such that the seed could chit and grow. This had the side
-effect of roughing up the soil surface, and causing grass to grow at the same time
as these crops. This is most annoying, since I don’t want any additional grass burden going forward – grasses are not the easiest to control within arable crops, and
can significantly rob yield. So I am currently in a quandary as to whether to keep or
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write off these crops. Thankfully I don’t have to decide too soon – the grass is only
an issue when it begins to put out fertile seed heads. And buckwheat is an exceptional naturally herbicidal plant, so it can regularly dominate any other plants growing
concurrently. Perhaps I can chalk this up to an interesting trial!
One crop I did have to totally write off and destroy this year was our oilseed
rape. Rape has been something of a problematic crop in the UK for several years
now, being very risky to grow from a monetary standpoint. It is both expensive and
finicky, suffering from a number of insect pests which are no longer chemically controllable. Being insecticide-free here, I obviously don’t even try, which perhaps exacerbates any issues – although I think it is worthwhile to pursue that more ‘natural
farming’ practice. I wrote my crop off due to it having been very backward and short,
with small pods. It was obvious the yield was going to be poor, and some of the
weeds growing in the crop would have been problematic in future years.
I have got some fun things in my garden plots though. I am growing a few varieties of wheat in flower beds to bulk up the seed – it takes a couple of years to have
enough to be able to plant out in a field. I am also bulking up some ‘flint’ corn which I
procured from the US. Sweetcorn, in its aesthetically pleasing golden-yellow form, is
actually far from how nature intended, and is a very ‘bred’ version of the corn plant.
Flint corn is one of the original heritage corn family (alongside ‘dent’ corn which I am
also trying to get my hands on). The reason I am so interested is actually due to the
potential for super flavoursome polenta. So keep your eyes peeled in a couple of
years’ time – if I am able to work out the intricacies of growing it of course!
One of the things which has been occupying a lot of the last few weeks has
been haylage-making. Haylage is kind of a cross between silage and hay. Silage is
cut grass which is immediately carted and put in a ‘clamp’, where it is heavily compacted and covered by a sheet to ferment. You might notice these clamps with their
precast concrete walls and old car tyres on top, holding the sheet down. Hay on the
other hand is grass which is cut and then tedded (turned over) to allow the heat of
the day and the wind blowing through it to dry it out. It absolutely does not want to
get rained on! When it is dry enough (after a few days) it is then baled up, and needs
to be carted pronto to ensure that the bales don’t get wet.
All of our grass marshes and some other fields have
been baled up into haylage this year, with Dad
thankfully stepping up to cart most of them home for
stacking. I am chuffed to have the fields clear now.
Provided we get some more clement weather (i.e., a
decent drop of rain!) I am hoping for a second cut
from these fields for a hay crop. After that I will be
seeding some varied legumes into the already established grass in these fields and letting them relax, recuperate and regenerate under a ‘Countryside
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Stewardship’ scheme.
Other plans which have been moving on a-pace
are those of my flour mill and grain-cleaning set up. I
am simultaneously excited and terrified about this new
enterprise I am starting up. However I am imminently
pleased to have a couple of weeks building ahead of
me. I recently returned from my neighbours’ (the Lyons
who farm in Wickford). They have a spectacular metal workshop, and John (Dad’s
generation) and Sam (a very good friend of mine) helped me massively in fabricating
some adjustments to a mezzanine which I picked up a few weeks ago from some
other farming friends, the Fords who farm in Childerditch. Thank you to everyone! I
will be putting this mezzanine up in one of my sheds, and building my mill room within the shed too. Despite CoViD-19, the end of 2020 is shaping up to be fun!
One of the disappointments of my year was that I couldn’t host Open Farm
Sunday (as I type this, I was actually meant to be visiting the leading wheat breeding
lab in America, and visiting lots of American mills and bakeries, plus a few farmers…
Hmph). Due to not being able to personally show anyone around the farm, I have put
two things together. There is a filmed version of me cantering about my various
crops, culminating in me getting soaked(!) – www.youtube.com/farminggeorge. And
also a blog version, including a virtual map, available on my blog: farminggeorge.blogspot.com. If you print that off and come for a walk on the farm you
should be able to take a look at all my fun wheat trials, other interesting crops, and
learn a bit about some of the other exciting projects I have lined up for the farm. Any
questions – contact details below!
Contact details:
George Young
07792 508 611
George@FobbingFarms.co.uk

@farminggeorge
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New guidance for cleaning St Michaels Church

T

HANK YOU to everyone who diligently cleans
St Michaels Church, your commitment is very
much appreciated.
In preparation for resuming cleaning, after our
current lockdown, new regulations for churches with
bats, means we have to follow guidelines on protecting
ourselves as we clean.
The guidelines share that when cleaning we
have to wear gloves masks and aprons. In the light of
this we have already purchased disposable gloves and
masks which are being stored by the cleaning materials. Margaret has also made
material aprons which can then be washed and used again.
We will continue to keep you updated if there are any further changes.
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Buttercups – treasure in our countryside

B

UTTERCUP! What a delicious name! Rumour has it that, as they were frequently to be found in meadows where cows grazed, they were responsible
for butter's yellow colouring. So the name was an obvious choice.
However, since buttercups are poisonous and therefore are avoided as far as
possible by our four-footed friends, this is somewhat unlikely. But surely, we all remember having a buttercup held under our chin to see whether the reflection proved
that we liked butter! The shiny surface of the petals actually has two real purposes.
Firstly, to help attract insects and secondly to act as a kind of mirror to aid the temperature regulation of the plant's reproductive organs.
We are fortunate that buttercups do not suffer from the same unpopularity as
other poisonous plants, because if eaten, not only do they taste nasty, but the poison
will also cause blisters in the mouth of the consumer. Extensive handling can also
damage the skin, but presumably the size of bunch that many of us picked as children did not count as 'extensive'. Fortunately, Health and Safety experts do not yet
seem to have forbidden this source of pleasure for little people. Incidentally, the poison is reduced as the plant dries, and hay that includes buttercups is safe for cows
and horses to eat.
Buttercups help form the traditional view of the British countryside. Differing
varieties range in height from small to quite tall and although at their peak in early
summer, the golden blooms can often still be seen in mid-autumn. Jan Struther, who
wrote 'Lord of all hopefulness' also wrote a children's hymn entitled 'Treasure' It
starts:

Daisies are our silver, buttercups our gold:
This is all the treasure we can have or hold.
Kirsty Steele
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Peace be with you
(Jn 20:24-31, 14:5,11:16)
Through absence,
Through doubt,
Through questions
And fears,
Through locked doors
And longing
Jesus comes.
His risen presence
Bringing blessing,
Hope and healing,
Restoration
And His precious,
Faith-affirming
Gift of peace.

By Daphne Kitching
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I am only one
I am only one, but I am one.
I cannot do everything, but I can do something.
What I can do, I ought to do,
And what I ought to do, by the grace of God I will do.

Anon
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Good to know
The little word of love,
the right time and place
Will be blessed by God above,
and watered by His grace.

Author unknown
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Prayer Intentions : July 2020
st

1
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th
27th
28th
29th
30th
31st

Henry John
Feria
Thomas the Apostle
Feria
4th after Trinity
St Thomas More
Feria
Feria
Feria
Feria
Benedict of Norsia
5th after Trinity
Feria
John Keble
St Swithin
St Osmund
Feria
Elizabeth Ferard
6th after Trinity
Margaret of Antioch
Feria
Mary Magdalene
Briget of Sweden
Feria
James the Apostle
7th after Trinity
Brooke Westcott
St Irenaeus
Martha Mary and Lazarus
William Wilberforce
Ignatius of Loyola

Monastic communities
Our Deanery
Discipleship
Youth organisations
Strength in adversity
Spiritual awareness
World Peace
The sick and housebound
Archbishop of York
All who work in the NHS
Shrine of our Lady of Walsingham
Our Response to God
Work of the Foodbank
The people of Nepal
Farmers
Our local schools
All missionary workers
Fr David and our Benefice
Our call to Mission
Those preparing for Baptism
Emergency Services
Faithfulness
Christian Unity
Little Haven Hospice
All preachers and teachers
Walking the journey
All exploring vocation
Companionship
Families in our community
All who are persecuted
St Luke’s Hospice
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